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INTRODUCTION
Brain-computer interfaces (BCIs) are being developed to provide individuals with paralysis with the ability to control an external effector, such as a computer cursor or a robotic limb, using their cortical neural activity (Ajiboye et al. 2017; Andersen et al. 2010 Andersen et al. , 2014 Bowsher et al. 2016; Chaudhary et al. 2016; Donoghue 2002; Donoghue et al. 2007; Gilja et al. 2011; Green and Kalaska 2011; Hochberg 2008; Hu et al. 2016; Kao et al. 2014; Miralles et al. 2015; Nicolelis and Lebedev 2009; Schroeder and Chestek 2016; Schwartz et al. 2006; Shenoy and Carmena 2014; Tsu et al. 2015; Wolpaw and Wolpaw 2012) . The majority of BCI studies have used a biomimetic approach to provide participants with effector control (Fagg et al. 2007; Jackson and Fetz 2011) . In this approach, modulations of neural activity recorded during imagined, attempted, or executed movements are then used to calibrate a decoder that maps the neural activity to the movements. During BCI use, the effector is driven by movements decoded from the neural activity, e.g., decoded movements to the left move the com-puter cursor leftward. In an alternate biofeedback approach, the decoder is calibrated taking only the statistics of neural signals into account, without relying on any relationship between participants' intended movements and their neural activity (Fetz 2007; Jackson and Fetz 2011) . The subjects are given feedback on the effector's position and then adapt their control strategies and, potentially, their neural activity, to generate desired effector movements (Basmajian 1963; Birbaumer et al. 1999; Engelhard et al. 2013; Fetz 1969; Ganguly and Carmena 2009; Gharabaghi et al. 2014; Hall et al. 2014; Hwang et al. 2013; Jarosiewicz et al. 2008; Kübler et al. 1999; Moritz and Fetz 2011; Moritz et al. 2008; Nishimura et al. 2013; Sollfrank et al. 2016; Vansteensel et al. 2016; Vukelić and Gharabaghi 2015; Weyand et al. 2015) . While the adaptation process of the biofeedback approach may take time, the choice of mapping between the neural activity and the effector movements may be used to lead the subjects toward generating novel control signals Engelhard et al. 2013; Gharabaghi et al. 2014; Hall et al. 2014; Kübler et al. 1999 Kübler et al. , 2005 Moritz and Fetz 2011; Weyand et al. 2015) . For example, by providing the subjects with feedback of a single channel, activity may lead them toward learning to selectively control that single channel, while activity of others potentially remain unaffected. However, the number and the fidelity of the independent signals may be limited by the recording technique and the extent to which the recorded neural population can modify its activity (Sadtler et al. 2014 ). In particular, recorded signals must be stable during the adaptation and BCI use to allow the users to benefit from the biofeedback approach (Ganguly and Carmena 2009; Hall et al. 2014) . The effectiveness of biofeedback BCIs based on intracortical recordings remains to be examined in people with paralysis.
Some of the most promising biomimetic BCIs to date are based on the modulation of action potential rates based upon single or multiunit activity recorded using microelectrode arrays (MEAs) implanted in the motor cortex (Aflalo et al. 2015; Ajiboye et al. 2017; Bouton et al. 2016; Collinger et al. 2013; Gilja et al. 2015; Hochberg et al. 2012 Hochberg et al. , 2006 Jarosiewicz et al. 2015; Pandarinath et al. 2017) . While biofeedback BCIs based on single unit activity have been demonstrated in nonhuman primates (Fetz 1969; Fetz and Wyler 1973; Carmena 2009, 2010; Hall et al. 2014; Moritz and Fetz 2011; Moritz et al. 2008) , difficulty in recording stable single unit activity signals (Barrese et al. 2013; Dickey et al. 2009; Leach et al. 2010; Perge et al. 2013; Polikov et al. 2005 ) poses challenges for their translation to clinical use. While extracting multiunit activity by thresholding can lead to stable signals in nonhuman primates Christie et al. 2015; Flint et al. 2013; Nuyujukian et al. 2014; Stavisky et al. 2015 ), loss of stability over similar time periods has been noted in humans (Perge et al. 2014) . Partly in response, human BCI studies to date have opted to rebuild new neural decoders each day rather than attempt to maintain identifiable single or multiunit activity signals across days (Ajiboye et al. 2017; Bacher et al. 2015; Collinger et al. 2013; Gilja et al. 2015; Hochberg et al. 2006 Hochberg et al. , 2012 Kim et al. 2008; Pandarinath et al. 2017; Wodlinger et al. 2015) .
Local field potentials (LFPs) typically below 500 Hz, recorded by MEA, are thought to represent the summed spiking and synaptic activity of small neuronal populations in the vicinity of the recording electrode (Buzsáki et al. 2012; Eccles 1951; Kajikawa and Schroeder 2011; Katzner et al. 2009; Lorente de No 1947; Pesaran 2009; Xing et al. 2009 ). As in multiunit activity signals, nonhuman primate studies have shown that LFPs can be stable over long time periods (Flint et al. 2013 (Flint et al. , 2016 Stavisky et al. 2015; Wang et al. 2014) . Our recent study demonstrated that LFP responses to movement attempts of people with tetraplegia can be stable over several months (Milekovic et al. 2018) . Frequent micromovements of an MEA over time (Perge et al. 2013 ) may lead to larger stability of LFPs relative to single and multiunit activity recordings due to the larger recording sphere of the LFPs (~250 m) (Katzner et al. 2009 ) when compared with single and multiunit activity signals (~100 m) (Gold et al. 2006 ). While it is still unclear whether LFPs are more stable than single and multiunit activity signals in human participants (Ajiboye et al. 2012; Milekovic et al. 2018; Perge et al. 2014; Simeral et al. 2011) , these factors motivate further investigation into whether biofeedback BCIs based on LFPs may benefit from their potentially higher stability.
It has been shown that nonhuman primates' volitional control of MEA-recorded LFPs can improve by using a biofeedback BCI (Engelhard et al. 2013; Hall et al. 2014) . BCIs based on MEA-recorded LFPs could provide a stable platform to leverage biofeedback in clinical applications. A biofeedback approach could help the user gain increased volitional control over LFPs. Furthermore, independent volitional control over LFPs recorded on different electrodes could be used to gain control of multiple degrees of freedom. A milestone toward that goal is to demonstrate accurate one-dimensional volitional control of LFPs recorded on single electrodes gained through biofeedback.
In this study, we used a BCI as a tool to examine the properties of volitional LFP control gained through a biofeedback paradigm within and across days. We focused on using the LFPs recorded from a single electrode in motor cortex for continuous cursor control in a one-dimensional task. We hypothesized that people with tetraplegia could generate a novel BCI control signal permitting a cursor to hover over up to 10 distinct vertical locations on a screen using LFPs from a channel lacking identifiable spiking activity by leveraging a biofeedback paradigm (Fetz 2007) . Furthermore, we hypothesized that the biofeedback paradigm could be used to further improve the ability of participants to control the cursor in this LFP-based BCI task.
Three individuals with tetraplegia, one with brain stem stroke and two diagnosed with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), could volitionally control LFPs in the "gamma" frequency band recorded on one MEA electrode, hereafter referred to as "volitional LFP control." All three gained control of a cursor in one-dimension with sufficient accuracy to allow us to test two hypotheses using biofeedback: 1) the use of the biofeedback paradigm during a 1-h session increases the volitional LFP control; and 2) the use of the same signal (gamma LFP recorded on the same electrode) for cursor control in consecutive sessions separated by up to 3 days increases the volitional LFP control. We found that volitional LFP control did not change significantly over the course of one session. In contrast, volitional LFP control did improve significantly from the first session through the second performed up to 3 days after on both attempts (once in each of two participants). One of these participants performed another session 8 days later and retained the increase in his volitional LFP control. Together, our results indicate that a biofeedback BCI can improve singleelectrode LFP-based control. The observed performance improvements motivate further efforts to characterize volitional LFP control and biofeedback methods to enhance BCI stability and accuracy, two key features for clinical applications of BCI systems.
METHODS
Participants and recordings. Three participants, identified as T2, T6, and T7, took part in this study (see Table 1 for detailed information). Each was enrolled in the ongoing BrainGate2 pilot clinical trial (https://www.clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT00912041). After enrollment, T2 and T6 had one and T7 had two 96-electrode microelectrode arrays (Blackrock Microsystems, Salt Lake City, UT; Fig. 1A ) placed in the hand area "knob" of the motor cortex (Yousry et al. 1997) of the left hemisphere, as previously described (Hochberg et al. 2006) . Each implanted array was connected to an amplifier through a percutaneous pedestal fixed to the participant's skull. Neuronal recordings were analog filtered (Butterworth band-pass filter with cutoff frequencies of 0.3 Hz and 7.5 kHz), digitized at 30 kilosamples/s with a 16-bit analog-to-digital converter, and then streamed to a local network. We refer to this digitized 30 kilosamples/s signal as the "wideband" recording later in the text. Other computers on the network stored, processed, and analyzed the wideband MEA recordings in real time and ran an application that presented a cursor control task. The movements of the cursor were based on the participant's volitionally engaged motor cortical activity. In cursor control sessions, participants performed cursor control tasks over a period of up to 4 h (including breaks) during a single day. T2, T6, and T7 completed one, five, and nine cursor control sessions, respectively (Table 2) . Sessions are described in this report by combining a participant's subject code and the day after MEA implantation. Permission for these studies was granted by the US Food and Drug Administration (Investigational Device Exemption) and the Partners Healthcare/Massachusetts General Hospital, Providence VA Medical Center, and Stanford University Institutional Review Boards. Detailed descriptions of the core elements of the investigational BrainGate system have been provided previously (Hochberg et al. 2006; Simeral et al. 2011) .
Task. The participants' task was to control a computer cursor in the vertical dimension (up-down) to acquire presented targets. The position of the cursor was directly related to the neural activity recorded from one MEA electrode. Broadly, cursor control sessions consisted of two parts: 1) acquisition of baseline control, during which participants learned and explored different volitional control strategies by moving the cursor in the absence of targets; and 2) testing of control, during which we measured participants' ability to volitionally control their neural signals by acquiring targets. Detailed description of the task follows.
During each session, participants performed between seven and fifteen 3-to 12-min blocks of a visual feedback task, interleaved with breaks lasting between 30 s and a couple of minutes, with occasional longer breaks for technical adjustments or as requested by the participants. The task was displayed on a computer monitor~57 cm (Fig.  1B ) from the participants' eyes. The monitor spanned~37 ϫ 30°of visual angle (38 ϫ 30 cm) and each centimeter on the monitor was equivalent to~1°of visual angle. During all blocks, a cursor (blue sphere with radius of 5% of the monitor height;~1.5°of visual angle) and a blue "trail" displaying the most recent positions of the cursor were shown on the screen (Fig. 1D , Supplemental Movies S1 and S2; Supplemental Material for this article is available online at the Journal A: participants were implanted with one (T2, T6) or two (T7) intracortical microelectrode arrays in the arm/hand area of the precentral sulcus of their left (dominant) hemispheres. An array covered an area of 4ϫ4 mm and consisted of 96 1.0-mm-or 1.5-mm-long electrodes. Neural recordings were transmitted by a wire bundle to a pedestal and then through a cable to an amplifier positioned on the participant's wheelchair. B: sessions took place at each participant's home, where the participant was comfortably seated in front of the computer monitor that showed the task. The technician attended the sessions, started and stopped tasks, and managed the session workflow. C: session design. Participants first observed the task without attempting any actions. The technician started the task in which she moved the cursor by moving the computer mouse while explaining the task to the participant (calibration block). After the calibration block, the technician calibrated the spectral amplitude normalization and loaded the initial scaling from the data file. The following two exploration blocks were each followed by a recalibration of the scaling. For long test block sessions, the second exploration block was followed by four consecutive long test blocks (50 targets). In short test block sessions, the second exploration block was followed by a dummy short test block (20 targets), another exploration block, and 10 consecutive short test blocks. During the exploration blocks (D), the participant would only see the current cursor position and its history (blue line). During the test blocks (E and F), the participant's task was to touch the target with the cursor. When the cursor touched the target, it turned green (F); it was yellow otherwise (E). In D, E, and F, the black screen background seen by the participant is depicted gray to better illustrate the cursor trail.
website). The cursor could only move in the vertical dimension between the bottom and top edges of the screen (0 and 1 in screen coordinates, respectively). In a subset of the blocks (as described in the next paragraph), a target (rectangle with a height of 8.75% of the monitor height;~2.6°of visual angle) was also shown in one of 10 equally spaced locations centered at 10.25% of the monitor height (~3°of visual angle) to 89.75% of the monitor height (~26.5°of visual angle) from the bottom in steps of 8.83% of the monitor height (~2.6°o f visual angle). Horizontally, the cursor and targets were always in the middle of the screen. The position of the target changed every 12, 10.16, and 10.52 s for T2, T6, and T7, respectively. The target turned green when the cursor was touching it, and was yellow otherwise (Fig. 1, E and F) . In blocks that had targets, a score (S) was also displayed in the top left corner. To motivate the participant, the score increased when the cursor was touching the target according to the following equation:
where t is the time step within the block. The precise temporal lengths of a time step slightly differed between participants and were on average 20 , 17, and 17.6 ms for T2, T6, and T7, respectively, reflecting monitors with slightly different refresh rates at the various clinical trial sites. The blue trail showed the history of the cursor position over the last 600 time steps, corresponding to 12, 10.2, and 10.6 s for T2, T6, and T7. The experimental design comprised three types of blocks: 1) calibration, 2) exploration, and 3) test blocks. Each session started with a calibration block (~3 min long), during which the technician controlled the cursor and described the task to the participant. The target was not presented for the first 30 s of the block and appeared at regular intervals afterward. The participants were asked to look at the screen, listen to the instructions, and not attempt any movements. Recordings from the calibration block were used to assess baseline neural activity. In all other blocks, the cursor position was determined from the participants' neural activity. The exploration blocks (each up to 12 min long) were designed to have the participants learn how attempted, imagined, or performed limb movements affect the cursor movements to reach some baseline level of cursor control. No targets were shown during the exploration blocks. During the first exploration block, the participants were instructed to attempt, perform, or imagine a variety of arm movements (hereafter termed "actions") read to them from a list by the technician (Table 3) and to observe the resulting cursor movements. After exploring an action for~30 s, the participants rated (on a scale of 1 to 10) their perceived quality of cursor control. When all actions had been evaluated, the technician ended the block and each participant selected an action or a group of actions based on their rating and preferences. In the subsequent exploration blocks, the participants were asked to further explore variations of their selected actions to try to gain a better understanding of the relationship between their actions and cursor movements and, thereby, gain better control of the cursor. To further motivate participants, the technicians would occasionally ask them to try to move and keep the cursor in different locations on the screen (e.g., "Move the cursor up"; "Move the cursor down"). During test blocks, a target was always shown on the screen and the participants were instructed to bring the cursor in contact with the target as it changed positions to maximize their score (Fig. 1, E and F) . The test blocks were designed to measure the level of participants' cursor control and to improve cursor control through the biofeedback paradigm. Specifically, by providing direct feedback of the neural activity and the related reward (in this case, a score), we aimed to reinforce neural activity that increases reward.
We conducted two types of sessions: 1) long test block sessions and 2) short test block sessions (Fig. 1C) . T7 was the only participant who conducted short test block sessions, which were added at his request. Short test block sessions enabled him to be equally engaged at the task throughout the whole block, which he found difficult during long test blocks. In both session types, the participants saw a total of 200 targets during test blocks divided into either 50-or 20-target test blocks (long and short test blocks, respectively). In long and short test blocks, targets occupied each of 10 target positions five or two times, respectively. Therefore, the targets were distributed uniformly within each test block. Long test blocks lasted for 605, 513, and 531 s for T2, T6, and T7, respectively; and short test blocks lasted for 215.4 s (T7 only). The participants accumulated roughly the same amount of test block time irrespective of session type.
Each session started with a calibration block followed by two exploration blocks (Fig. 1C) . During the first exploration block, we used initial scaling coefficients to convert neural features into the cursor position on the screen (see Scaling calibration for details). The scaling coefficients were recalibrated after the first and second exploration blocks based on the recordings from the first and second exploration block, respectively. In long test block sessions, the second exploration block was followed by four consecutive long test blocks. In all short test block sessions (participant T7 only), the second exploration block was followed by a "dummy" short test block, another (third) exploration block, and 10 consecutive short test blocks. In the dummy short test block, the participant was reminded of the task and encouraged to practice keeping the cursor in different positions of the screen for longer time periods. However, he was instructed not to try to maximize the score but rather to explore different actions. In the third exploration block, the participant was instructed to further explore different actions to achieve better cursor control.
As the session progressed, participants occasionally became less engaged with the task. We did not measure or systematically track participants' level of engagement, but, when observed or self-reported, we noted it in our session logs.
Preprocessing of neural signals. Our intention was to provide participants with volitional control of a single continuously modulated signal that contained movement-intention information but could not be used to immediately achieve a high level of accuracy in a complex one-dimensional task. We chose to use high-frequency-band LFPs recorded from a single electrode, since these signals have been found to modulate with movement directions (Mehring et al. 2003) and only simple BCI control has been achieved using LFPs recorded from two electrodes (Kennedy et al. 2000 (Kennedy et al. , 2004 . In this section, we detail how we transformed wideband single-electrode recordings into a single continuously modulated signal that captured high-frequency LFP modulations.
Before each session, we selected an electrode based on the LFP modulations in the gamma band recorded during prior sessions (see Selection of the electrodes and frequency bands used for cursor control for details). Neural recordings were subsampled to 15 kilosamples/s to reduce the computational load for real-time processing and then common-average referenced to a subset of channels that contained the least amount of line noise ( Fig. 2A) . The number of channels in the subset was selected by the experimenter based on the distribution of line noise amplitudes over all channels. To further reduce the computational load of our real-time analysis, the signal from the single selected electrode was then further downsampled to 1 kilosamples/s by first applying a low-pass filter to control for aliasing effects (30 samples long windowed linear-phase finite impulse response filter with a 400-Hz cutoff frequency) and then taking every 15th sample. To estimate the spectral amplitudes of the signal, we used short-time Fourier transform (STFT; Allen 1977) with a window length of 128 ms (sessions T6 day 403, T6 day 487, T7 day 223, and T7 day 232) or 256 ms (all remaining sessions) and a Hamming window. We applied this STFT every 20 ms (temporal frequency of our software), which gave us spectral amplitude estimates in 3.91 or 7.82 Hz wide frequency bins, respectively. Similar window sizes were found to capture spectral amplitude modulations of intracortically recorded LFPs in people with paralysis during attempted movement (Perge et al. 2014) . LFP spectral amplitudes become smaller with increasing frequency. To bring the amplitude modulations in different frequencies to a similar range, for each of the individual frequency bins, amplitude values were normalized by dividing by the mean amplitudes obtained during the calibration block. We then averaged the normalized amplitudes over frequency bins within a previously selected frequency band, which we referred to as the high-frequency selected band (HFSB) of LFPs (HFSB-LFP; see Table 2 for list of bands for each cursor control session and section Selection of the electrodes and frequency bands used for cursor control for a description of the selection procedure), thus obtaining one value for each of the selected electrodes every 20 ms. Distribution of HFSB-LFPs over time is skewed toward higher values. We transformed the spectral amplitudes using the natural logarithm, which made the HFSB-LFP distribution more symmetric. To reduce the high-frequency jitter of the signal, we then applied a linear weighted moving average (LWMA) filter (Yaffee and McGee 2000) with a 0.4-s (sessions T6 day 403, T6 day 487, T7 day 223, and T7 day 232) or 0.8-s (all remaining sessions) window ( Fig. 2A) , selected to provide a compromise between smooth and responsive cursor movements. This value was defined as the neural feature (f) and was affine transformed using the scaling coefficients to get the position of the cursor on the screen during exploration and test blocks.
Scaling calibration. To maximize the use of biofeedback, modulations of the neural feature should map to cursor positions spanning most of the height of the screen (i.e., from 0 to 1). Conversely, incorrectly scaled or centered neural feature values would lead the cursor beyond the limits of the work space and would not be useful to capture targets. We found that modulation ranges of the neural features extracted from different electrodes and from the same electrode on different sessions varied substantially. Furthermore, modulation range of the feature, and thus its optimal scaling, varied for different actions participants were using. Thus, we calibrated a new scaling for each session and recalibrated it two times within the session to estimate the optimal scaling for the participants' volitional control strategy. Here we describe the process of calibrating and recalibrating the scaling. * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * Fig. 2 . Signal processing and the measure of participants' volitional high-frequency selected band of local field potential (HFSB-LFP) control. A: relationship of the neural activity to the cursor position on the screen. Voltage recordings from a single electrode were first common average rereferenced and then transformed into spectral amplitudes. Amplitudes in different frequency bins were normalized and averaged over the selected frequency band. The natural logarithm of the value was taken and filtered using a 0.8-s-long (blue line) or a 0.4-s-long (yellow line) linear weighted moving average (LWMA) filter to obtain the neural feature. The neural feature was then scaled to obtain the current cursor position. B: example of cursor and target positions in one of the short test blocks (left). Participant's ability to control the cursor was measured by the mean distance from the edge of the cursor to the edge of the target (right). If the cursor touched the target, the target was acquired and the distance for that time point was 0. C: the baseline performance was measured by calculating mean cursor edge-to-target edge distance for 10,000 random shuffles of the target positions (example of one shuffle shown at left). The participant's volitional control in relation to baseline was measured by calculating relative improvement in control (RIC). D: example of participant T7's volitional HFSB-LFP control performance for one of the sessions. Left shows mean cursor-edge-to-target-edge distance during the session (online, green histograms) and for shuffled targets (magenta histograms) for each test block (B1-B10) and overall. Right: RIC for each test block and overall. For this session, the participant had statistically significant control (P Ͻ 0.01, t-test) in every test block. *Statistically significant RIC values.
Signals recorded on a single electrode were used for BCI control. The initial scaling coefficients were calculated from a prior session (same as for determining the HFSB; Table 4 ). From these sessions, we calculated the 5th and 95th percentiles of the neural feature from the selected electrode, f 5% and f 95% , respectively. To obtain the cursor position on the screen (X CURSOR ), the neural feature was scaled as follows:
The scaling was recalibrated by calculating 5th and 95th percentiles of the neural feature in the first and second exploration block, respectively.
Selection of the electrodes and frequency bands used for cursor control. The frequency band and the electrodes used for control of the cursor were selected based on a prior session in which the participant was asked to perform an action in response to visual cues (Table 4 ). Detailed procedure is described under Determining the electrodes and frequency bands used for cursor control in the APPENDIX. Briefly, we defined an action-relevant epoch following each visual cue and then calculated the frequency-band-specific signal-to-noise ratio (SNR FB ) between these epochs and the remainder of the recording, defined as baseline, for each electrode. Except for session T7 day 100, maximum of electrode-averaged SNR FB was used to determine the frequency band (Fig. 3) . The electrode used for cursor control was selected among the electrodes with the highest SNR FB for the selected frequency band. For session T7 day 100, we used the maximum of all single-electrode SNR FB to select both the electrode and frequency band.
Quantitative measures of volitional control. To evaluate the initial level of volitional LFP control and the effects of biofeedback on that control, we designed a volitional control measure as follows. The participant's task was to initiate and maintain contact between the cursor and the target. Thus, we calculated the mean absolute edge-toedge distance between the cursor and the target |⌬X| (0 when cursor and target overlap) sampled every 20 ms over the whole test block Attempt to flex and then extend right wrist T7 days 188 and 195 T7 day 195 Attempt to flex and then extend right wrist T7 days 199, 202, 210, 223, and 232 Participants T2, T6, and T7 performed the actions in response to visual cues. Note that sessions using the same frequency bands may use signal recorded from different electrodes for volitional control. Only sessions T6 days 451, 453, and 493 and T7 days 199, 202, 210 , and 223 used the same electrode for volitional control. (termed |⌬X| BLOCK ; Fig. 2B ). The confidence interval of |⌬X| was calculated using a bootstrap procedure with 10,000 resamples (Moore et al. 2009 ). We also estimated the mean cursor-to-target distance in the case of no control by randomly shuffling the order in which the targets appeared (Fig. 2C) . The same targets as in the corresponding test session were used and cursor position remained the same, thus keeping the cursor and target position distributions identical. The shuffling procedure was repeated 10,000 times and we calculated |⌬X| for each repetition. |⌬X| SHUFFLE was calculated as the mean of |⌬X| values and its confidence interval was estimated from the distribution of |⌬X| values. Statistical significance was tested by assuming that both |⌬X| BLOCK and |⌬X| SHUFFLE followed Gaussian distributions and comparing them using the t-test. To account for the differences in the |⌬X| SHUFFLE between blocks, we estimated a relative improvement in control (RIC):
The volitional control performance for the whole session (overall) was estimated by grouping all test blocks together and calculating |⌬X| BLOCK , |⌬X| SHUFFLE , and RIC (see Fig. 2D for an example). When comparing performance between parts of the session, test blocks within a given part were grouped together to calculate |⌬X| BLOCK , |⌬X| SHUFFLE , and RIC for that part of the session. RIC of 0 would indicate that the participant had no volitional HFSB-LFP control, while a positive RIC significantly different from 0 would indicate volitional HFSB-LFP control (see Fig. 4 for examples). Higher RIC indicated more accurate volitional HFSB-LFP control, while a maximum RIC value of 1 described cursor movements that overlapped the target during the entire block. Intermediate RIC values describe cursor control in which the cursor position fluctuates around the target with the size of the fluctuations inversely proportional to the RIC value.
To provide another, more intuitive metric of performance, we measured participants' mean normalized path to target and the mean normalized time to target. To obtain the normalized path for target k, P k , the path from the moment of appearance to the moment it was acquired was divided by the edge-to-edge distance between the cursor and the target at the moment the target appeared:
where i denotes all moments when the screen was refreshed, going from 0 (target appearance) to N (the moment the target was acquired). We calculated the normalized time to target for target k, T k , as the time needed to acquire the target divided by the edge-to-edge distance between the cursor and the target at the moment the target appeared:
where k t 0 and k t N are the moments when the target appeared and was acquired, respectively. Occasionally, the target appeared close to the cursor, making the denominator small or 0, therefore making the T k values large (or infinite) independently of participants' control. To avoid these artificially large values affecting our measure, we omitted them from calculating the statistics of the normalized time to target.
We calculated the mean normalized path and mean time to target as means of normalized paths to target and normalized times to target over all targets in one session, respectively. We calculated the distribution of the baseline mean normalized paths and mean times to target by keeping the cursor positions and shuffling the targets, as for calculation of baseline RIC. We randomly shuffled the target positions 10,000 times and calculated the mean normalized path and mean time to target for each shuffle. Since the shuffled mean normalized path and mean time to target distributions were not Gaussian, we used the Monte Carlo method to calculate the significance of the participants' mean normalized path and mean time to target:
where N LE is the number of mean normalized paths or mean times to target calculated after shuffling the targets that are lower or equal to the participant's mean normalized path or mean time to target and N ALL ϭ 10,000 is the number of random shuffles, respectively. Signal processing delay. Delay between the neural activity and the cursor movements controlled by that neural activity may influence BCI performance ). In our study, signal processing allowed for manipulation of the feedback delay, although at the cost of neural feature variability. By changing the delay, we investigated whether feedback delay influenced the participant's ability to volitionally control HFSB-LFPs as follows.
In our system, delay was in part caused by signal processing. During the experiment, our software used STFT to estimate spectral amplitudes of signals recorded in the last 256 or 128 ms. Since STFT gives the spectral amplitude estimates for the middle of the window, we estimated its contribution to the delay to be 128 and 64 ms for STFT windows of 256 and 128 ms, respectively. We empirically measured the contribution of the LWMA filter to the delay to be 220 and 110 ms for filter lengths of 0.8 and 0.4 s, respectively (see APPENDIX for details). Additional delay caused by the time taken to collect the neural recordings and calculate the cursor position was measured to be less than 20 ms for all sessions (length of the software iteration step) and was considered negligible. Thus, in sessions conducted with STFT window lengths of 256 and 128 ms and LWMA filter lengths of 0.8 and 0.4 s, the signal processing delay was 348 and 174 ms, hereafter referred to as long-delay and short-delay sessions, respectively.
In addition to feedback delay, changing the processing affected the feedback that participants observed. Shorter STFT window and shorter LWMA filter introduced higher frequency cursor movements. In contrast, longer STFT window and longer LWMA filter effectively filtered-out those higher frequency cursor movements.
Identifying contributions of action potentials toward cursor control. Recent studies showed that spiking activity of neurons in the vicinity of recording intracortical microelectrodes can contribute to LFPs (Buzsáki et al. 2012) even just above tens of Hz (Waldert et al. 2013) . Our intention was to demonstrate the volitional control of a signal that does not rely on spiking activity of well-discriminated neurons, since other studies have shown that these recorded neuronal activities can be unstable (Perge et al. 2013) or deteriorate with time (Barrese et al. 2013; Dickey et al. 2009 ). Since the participants controlled LFPs in frequency bands that may contain contributions from spiking activity of neurons with amplitudes large enough to be detected by spike sorting, we designed an algorithm to identify whether a signal from a spiking neuron was recorded by an individual electrode. Detailed description of this algorithm is provided in the Supplemental material. Briefly, the algorithm is composed of two steps. In the first step, we use the automated spike sorting algorithm based on density grid contour clustering and subtractive waveform decomposition to identify potential spike shapes (algorithm described in details in Vargas-Irwin and Donoghue 2007) . In the second step, we calculated the limiting amplitude a LIM based on the distribution of the signal recorded on that electrode. Potential spike shapes with an amplitude larger than a LIM are identified as neuronal spikes, while those below a LIM are discarded as signal fluctuations.
For sessions in which the neuronal spikes were identified in recordings of an electrode used for LFP-based cursor control, we calculated the cursor control performance in the absence of action potentials of the identified neuron as follows. First, the spike-sorting algorithm classified all identified threshold crossings for that session as belonging or not belonging to that neuron. An action potential response was then calculated by averaging the common average referenced wideband MEA recording from the electrode used for cursor control, triggered on the threshold crossings belonging to the identified neuron. The time epoch used for averaging was from 16.67 ms before the threshold crossing to 50 ms after the threshold crossing. We then subtracted the action potential response from the common average referenced wideband MEA recording at every threshold crossing that belonged to the identified neuron. To avoid highfrequency artifacts of the subtraction, we subtracted only the action potential response from the first to the last zero-crossing within the time epoch. The resulting signal was used to recalculate the cursor positions and the corresponding RIC in the absence of identified action potentials. This RIC was compared with the RIC calculated from the cursor control session. If the difference was statistically significant, the session was declared spike contaminated.
While the subtraction of average spike waveforms substantially reduces the contamination of spiking signals in LFPs, this contamination cannot be completely removed (Zanos et al. 2011) .
Mapping the topographical and spectral specificity of the volitional control signal. To investigate the topographical specificity of the signal used for volitional control (HFSB-LFP on the electrode used for volitional control, el c ) in the selected high-frequency band, we calculated the Pearson's linear correlation coefficient CC el (blk) between this signal and HFSB-LFP on every other electrode, el, across time t blk over the test block, blk.
We used the mean of CC el (blk) across all test blocks in a session, CC el , to see the topographical distribution of the correlation.
To investigate spectral specificity, we calculated the Pearson's linear correlation coefficient between HFSB-LFP on el c and the mean normalized spectral band amplitudes of LFP, SB-LFP, in all other electrodes el and frequency bands (from f b to f t ) that did not overlap with the frequency band used for cursor control, CC(el,f b ,f t ,blk).
For each participant, we used the absolute value of the mean of CC(el,f b ,f t ,blk) over all electrodes, blocks, and sessions, CC mean (f b ,f t ), to identify frequency bands that correlated or anticorrelated with the volitional control signal. We then calculated the Pearson's linear correlation coefficient between HFSB-LFP on el c and the mean normalized spectral amplitude LFP in the identified bands for every electrode, el, across time t blk over the test block, blk. This gave us the topographical distribution of correlation between the signal used for volitional control and the LFP in other bands.
RESULTS
During the 15 cursor control sessions (T2: 1 session; T6: 5 sessions; T7: 9 sessions), participants with tetraplegia attempted to volitionally control HFSB-LFPs recorded from one MEA electrode. Controlled HFSB-LFPs were visualized as a cursor moving in the vertical dimension (up-down). Participants' volitional HFSB-LFP control was estimated through their ability to move a cursor to displayed targets, as measured by the relative improvement in control (RIC) with values between 0 (no volitional control) and 1 (cursor always on current target).
Volitional control of LFPs. Based on the RIC measure, all three participants were able to achieve volitional control of cortical LFP signals and control 1D cursor movements. T2 and T6 had volitional HFSB-LFP control in all of their sessions (1 and 5 sessions, respectively), while T7 had volitional HFSB-LFP control in 5 of 9 sessions (Fig. 5A) .
T2 had volitional HFSB-LFP control in all test blocks (4 of 4).
T6 had volitional HFSB-LFP control during all test blocks in all sessions (20 of 20). She often reported that she used a combination of movement imagination and attempts and sometimes reported that cursor control "felt like second nature to her." T7 had variable volitional HFSB-LFP control across and within days, achieving control as measured by RIC on 34 of 78 total blocks. In the first two sessions, he had volitional HFSB-LFP control in only 1 of 8 blocks (T7 day 113 and T7 day 158). During these two sessions, T7 reported becoming less engaged with the task during long test blocks. At his request, all of his subsequent sessions were short test block sessions. In the following three sessions, T7 gained and lost volitional HFSB-LFP control during individual sessions (number of test blocks with statistically significant RIC: T7 day 188: 6 of 10; T7 day 195: 1 of 10; T7 day 199: 6 of 10). Three additional sessions A: overall relative improvement in control (RIC) for all completed sessions. For three participants, horizontal axis shows days after microelectrode array implantation. Most sessions evaluated cursor control using a long feedback delay and a local field potential (LFP) signal from a different electrode each day (solid blue bars). For T6 and T7, we further investigated the effect of feedback delay on volitional control by changing the signal processing parameters to switch from "long" feedback delays (bars containing blue) to "short" feedback delays (four bars containing orange). For T6 and T7, we also examined volitional LFP control when the same electrode and the same frequency band was used for cursor control across consecutive sessions (brown-striped bars). *Statistically significant RIC values (P Ͻ 0.01, rank sum test). B: bar plot shows normalized path to target measured from testing blocks (online) and after randomly shuffling the targets in all testing blocks 10,000 times (shuffled). Bars and error bars for online condition show mean and standard errors over all targets. Bars, lower and upper error bars for shuffled condition show the median, 5th and 95th percentile over 10,000 shuffles. *Statistically significant differences between online and shuffled conditions (P Ͻ 0.05, Monte Carlo test). C: bar plot shows normalized time to target measured from testing blocks (online) and after randomly shuffling the targets in all testing blocks 10,000 times (shuffled). Bars and error bars for online condition show mean and standard errors over all targets. Bars, lower, and upper error bars for shuffled condition show the mean, 5th, and 95th percentile over 10,000 shuffles. *Statistically significant differences between online and shuffled conditions (P Ͻ 0.05, Monte Carlo test Normalized path-to-target and normalized time-to-target measures show similar results to the RIC measure (Fig. 5, B  and C) . Both normalized path and normalized time to target were smaller for larger RIC values and vice-versa. For all sessions with significant RIC, we observed significantly smaller normalized path to target and normalized time to target compared with baseline (P Ͻ 0.05, Monte Carlo test). Session T7 232 was the only session that showed significantly smaller normalized path to target and normalized time to target compared with baseline (P Ͻ 0.05, Monte Carlo test) but did not show significant RIC. Since we designed RIC to specifically measure the performance in the frame of the task-to acquire the target as fast as possible and keep it acquired for as long as possible-we have decided to refer to the more conservative RIC when considering the existence and the level of performance in our 1D cursor control task.
Improvement of volitional LFP control through biofeedback. During test blocks, participants received direct feedback of their neural activity and score (reward), and they were aware of the relationship between the two. This task aimed to reinforce neural activity that resulted in higher scores and, thus, to improve the volitional control of HFSB-LFPs used to control the cursor. To evaluate whether participants can improve their volitional HFSB-LFP control through prolonged use of a biofeedback paradigm, we conducted successive sessions in which participants controlled HFSB-LFPs recorded on the same electrode and in the same frequency bands (Fig. 5A) . Five longdelay sessions were performed to that end (T6 days 451 and 453; T7 days 199, 202, and 210) . For both T6 and T7, RIC increased significantly from the first to second sessions (RIC increase: T6: 0.050 Ϯ 0.040, P Ͻ 0.05; T7: 0.211 Ϯ 0.048, P Ͻ 0.05). For T7, who also performed a third long-delay session, RIC increased further in the third session (T7 day 223), but the increase was not significant (RIC increase: 0.042 Ϯ 0.045, P ϭ 0.12).
Effect of signal processing delay on cursor control. We conducted two feedback delay-delay sessions with both T6 and T7 (T6 days 403 and 493; T7 days 223 and 232). All other sessions were of long-delay type. One short-delay session for both T6 and T7 (T6 day 493 and T7 day 223) used the HFSB-LFP from the same frequency band and the same electrode for cursor control as in the preceding successive long-delay sessions (T6 days 451 and 453; T7 days 199, 202, and 210) . RIC in T6 day 493 was significantly lower than RIC in T6 day 453 (RIC difference: Ϫ0.157 Ϯ 0.041, P Ͻ 0.05) while RIC in T7 day 223 was not significantly different from the RIC in T7 day 210 (RIC difference: Ϫ0.003 Ϯ 0.044; P ϭ 0.91).
For T6, RIC in the other short-delay session was significantly lower than RIC during any long-delay session (P Ͻ 0.05), while T7 had no volitional HFSB-LFP control during the other short delay sessions (T7 day 232). Possible explanations for these results are presented in the DISCUSSION. Within-session changes of volitional LFP control. To estimate whether volitional HFSB-LFP control changes within a session, we compared RIC from the first half of the session with the RIC from the second half of the session (Fig. 6 ). Significant RIC increase was found in only 3 of 15 sessions (T6 days 322 and 493; T7 day 188), while none of the other sessions showed a significant decrease in RIC (P Ͻ 0.05). In all other sessions, the difference was not significant. Over all sessions, first half RIC was not significantly different from second half RIC (P ϭ 0.64, signed rank sum test).
Cursor control contribution of action potentials of welldiscriminated neurons. On all sessions except session T2 day 502 (14 of 15), the spike-identification algorithm did not detect any distinguishable action potentials (Fig. 7A) . For session T2 day 502, we calculated RIC in the absence of identified action potentials and found that it was only 6% smaller and not statistically significantly different than the RIC from the cursor control session (P ϭ 0.60, t-test; Fig. 7, B and C) . Therefore, we considered the cursor control in all sessions unaffected by the action potentials of well-discriminated neurons.
Topographical and spectral specificity of the volitional control signal. We investigated the topographical specificity of the volitional control signal using the Pearson's linear correlation coefficient CC el between the HFSB-LFP on electrode used for volitional control and the HFSB-LFP on all other electrodes. To determine the influence of the LWMA filter on the topographical specificity of the HFSB-LFP, we calculated the CC el for three different cases: 1) without temporal filtering, 2) using 0.4-s-long LWMA filter used in the short delay sessions, and 3) using 0.8-s-long LWMA filter used in the long delay sessions. 0.4-s-long LWMA led to a substantial increase in CC el across the array, while doubling the LWMA length increased CC el further by a small yet significant amount (average CC el : no LWMA: 0.158 Ϯ 0.004; 0.4 s LWMA: 0.418 Ϯ 0.007; 0.8 s LWMA: 0.440 Ϯ 0.007; P Ͻ 0.001 for all pairwise comparison; Wilcoxon signed rank test). For all three signals, the areas of highest CC el were located close to the electrode used for cursor control (Fig. 8A) . We then investigated the relationship between CC el and the distance from the electrode used for cursor control by measuring the mean of CC el over all sessions with significant RIC, and then grouping them according to the distance. Without the LWMA filter, CC el falls rapidly within the first 1 mm and then remains below 0.3 (Fig. 8B) . Use of both LWMA filters systematically increases the CC el for distances of up to~2.5 mm. For larger distances, as well as for T2 across the whole range of distances, the average increase of CC el became variable, likely due to limited number of samples (Fig. 8B) . We then investigated spectral specificity of the volitional control signal by calculating the Pearson's linear correlation coefficient CC(el,f b ,f t ,blk) between the HFSB-LFP on electrode used for volitional control and the mean normalized spectral band amplitudes of LFP in all other electrodes and all frequency bands that did not overlap with the frequency band used for cursor control. We then used the mean of CC(el,f b ,f t -,blk) over all electrodes, blocks, and sessions for each participant, CC mean (f b ,f t ), to identify frequency bands that correlated or anticorrelated with the HFSB-LFP on electrode used for volitional control. The absolute value of CC mean (f b ,f t ) revealed two frequency bands in each participant (Fig. 9) . The lowfrequency band correlated with the HFSB-LFP on electrode We then examined the topographical distribution of the correlation between the HFSB-LFP of the electrode used for cursor control and the mean normalized amplitude in the identified low and intermediate spectral bands, LFSB-LFP and IFSB-LFP, for all electrodes of the microelectrode array (Figs.  10 and 11) . The topographical distribution of the mean correlation between HFSB-LFP and LFSB-LFP in the selected bands and across all blocks, LFSB-CC el , showed higher correlation near the electrodes used for cursor control (Fig. 10A) . Nonetheless, the values were smaller compared with CC el (below 0.15) and settled into a constant value already after the distance of~1 mm (Fig. 10B) .
Unlike for the other two bands, the topographical distribution of the mean absolute correlation across all blocks in the intermediate-frequency band, IFSB-CC el , consistently showed lower values at and around the electrode used for cursor control T7_113   T7_232  T7_210  T7_199   T7_188  T6_493   T6_403  T6_453  T6_322  T6_451   T7_195 . Density has been normalized to the maximum density. Bottom: mean of all threshold crossings contained within the 95% of local maximum density contour (full line), and the limit spike shape amplitude a LIM originating from the spike shape maximum (line with arrows) and as a threshold (broken line). Out of all cursor control sessions, a single active neuron was identified for session T2 day 502 only (first row, first column, red spike shape). B: cursor control contribution of actions potentials of neurons in the neighborhood of the electrode used for control in session T2 day 502. Mean action potential shape (blue line) and standard error of the mean (transparent blue tube, not easily seen due to small values) of the action potential identified for session T2 day 502. The shape from the first zero crossing (left black triangle) to the last zero crossing (right black triangle) was subtracted from the electrode recordings used for control in session T2 day 502 to get the recordings with spikes removed. C: We then used the recordings with spikes removed to recalculate the cursor positions and used those to calculate the relative improvement in control (RIC) for each test block and overall. RIC calculated from signals with spikes removed was compared with the RIC from the cursor control session. The difference was not significant. ( Fig. 11A) . In fact, IFSB-CC el was consistently close to 0 at the electrode used for cursor control and then became increasingly negative as the distance from the electrode used for cursor control increased, thus indicating larger anticorrelation (Fig.  11B) . The anticorrelation increase settled within the distance of 1 mm to a small absolute value (above Ϫ0.15) when compared with CC el .
DISCUSSION
Here, we demonstrated that people with tetraplegia can volitionally control spectral LFP amplitudes in the HFSB (a subband of the 40 -400 Hz frequency band) recorded from one electrode using a biofeedback BCI. Volitional HFSB-LFP control was achieved in the majority of cursor control sessions conducted with each study participant: 1 of 1 conducted with participant T2, 5 of 5 with T6 and 5 of 9 with T7. Our results also imply that volitional HFSB-LFP control can improve when using a biofeedback BCI over consecutive sessions conducted several days apart. When participants T6 and T7 volitionally controlled HFSB-LFPs from the same electrode and in the same frequency band that was used in the previous cursor control session 2 and 3 days earlier, respectively, their control increased significantly (tested only once in each participant). For T7, conducting an additional cursor control session 8 days after the second one, where the HFSB-LFP from the same electrode and in the same frequency band was used again, led to a small but not statistically significant increase in performance. This implies that the initial RIC increase observed between the first and the second session can be retained for more than a week.
We hypothesized that use of a relatively movement-information-poor signal (LFPs from a channel lacking identifiable spiking activity) from a single point in motor cortex would be sufficient to permit a cursor to hover over up to 10 distinct vertical locations on a screen by people with tetraplegia and that a biofeedback paradigm could be used to improve this LFP-based cursor control. 
2013
; Gilja et al. 2015; Hochberg et al. 2012; Jarosiewicz et al. 2015; Pandarinath et al. 2017; Wodlinger et al. 2015) , is still considerably more difficult than the binary "upper target" versus "not upper target" field potential tasks used in classic electroencephalography sensory-motor rhythm modulation tasks (Pfurtscheller et al. 2003; Wolpaw et al. 1991; Wolpaw and Wolpaw 2012) . Not unexpectedly, the absolute performance of these single-electrode, single-LFP-band tasks was not qualitatively "good"; the cursor oscillated around the targets that covered~10% of screen height with varying amplitudes. Nevertheless, the repeatedly found statistically significant improvements in this control over time speaks well toward integrating components of such LFP-based control, particularly as it may be available from multiple electrodes on the same MEA, toward ever-better hybrid neural decoders that could be useful to people with tetraplegia.
In addition to the cursor and a target, the participants were also presented with~10-s history of the target movements and a numerical score, which were directly or indirectly derived from their volitionally controlled HFSB-LFPs. Therefore, these two additional sources of biofeedback may have influenced the participants' volitional control. While we introduced these biofeedback components to further encourage the participants and make their task easier, these components may have also been detrimental, for example due to splitting their attention. Additional research is needed to reach optimal biofeedback paradigm designs.
Absence of within-session improvement in volitional control. While volitional HFSB-LFP control did improve significantly from the beginning to end of the study within some T6 and T7 sessions, we did not consistently observe within-session improvement. Considering data from all sessions, we must conclude that volitional HFSB-LFP control did not change significantly across the test blocks within a cursor control session. As each session progressed, changes in participant concentration, arousal, attention, fatigue, engagement, or strategy could have impaired their potential to achieve and improve neural control. For example, T7 self-reported that it was sometimes difficult to remain engaged across long blocks, due in part to the relatively uninteresting control task. After the introduction of shorter duration blocks for T7, his performance improved to become significantly different from chance, suggesting that performance in this task, and presumably improvement, could be sensitive to degree of attention or arousal. Recent studies have shown that people with tetraplegia can use a hybrid spike and LFP-based biomimetic BCI to achieve robust two-dimensional control of the computer cursor Pandarinath et al. 2017 ). There, participants gained the cursor control by attempting natural movements, a strategy that may require a low amount of concentration and, thus, slower accumulation of fatigue. In contrast, biofeedback-driven control of LFPs, where participants are not directly instructed to use any habituated context for control, but to explore and create their own context, may require higher concentration levels that may be difficult to maintain over time. It is also possible that any of these factors might have directly affected or modified LFPs throughout sessions, leading to variability in control that may have masked potential control improvements. Together, this array of possibilities motivates further understanding of the factors that influence characteristics of human LFP signals.
Another possibility is that biofeedback-based improvement in volitional LFP control occurred primarily during initial T6 322  T6 403  T6 451  T6 453  T6 493   T2 502  T7 113  T7 158  T7 188  T7 195   T7 199  T7 202  T7 210  T7 223  T7 232 Absolute correlation coefficient (Fig. 9) . A: color plots show the mean absolute value of the Pearson's correlation coefficient between the HFSB-LFP on the electrode used for control and LFSB-LFP on all electrodes of the microelectrode array calculated over all the test blocks in the session, LFSB-CC el . A brown square shows the electrode used for control. B: plots show LFSB-CC el for different distances from the electrode used for cursor control for each participant (T2, left; T6, middle; T7, right). exploration blocks in which the participants had unconstrained freedom to explore different ways to improve cursor control. However, since participants' goals were not cued and their intentions were unknown to us, this "unsupervised" performance could not be quantified. In contrast, participants' freedom to explore may have been constrained during the test block by the requirement to exploit their current level of control to earn points. In some of the sessions, the participants may have started the test blocks with the maximum control that could be achieved by the used HFSB-LFP signal, thus preventing further improvements. Finally, it is likely that task parameters in this unique investigation of human control of LFPs were not optimal to induce improvement in LFP control. Factors to be considered include duration of and interval between blocks, total task duration, and whether a minimum performance level promotes acquisition of volitional control of these neural signals.
Cross-session improvement in volitional control. We observed increases in the volitional HFSB-LFP control, as measured by RIC, in consecutive cursor control sessions during which participants T6 and T7 controlled LFPs recorded from the same electrode and in the same frequency band (tested only   T6 322  T6 403  T6 451  T6 453  T6 493   T2 502  T7 113  T7 158  T7 188  T7 195   T7 199  T7 202  T7 210  T7 223  T7 232 Absolute correlation coefficient (Fig. 9) . A: color plots show the mean absolute value of the Pearson's correlation coefficient between the HFSB-LFP on the electrode used for control and IFSB-LFP on all electrodes of the microelectrode array calculated over all the test blocks in the session, IFSB-CC el . A brown square shows the electrode used for control. B: plots show IFSB-CC el for different distances from the electrode used for cursor control for each participant (T2, left; T6, middle; T7, right). once in each participant). While participants may have consolidated volitional HFSB-LFP control skills gained in the previous session, they also had an opportunity to further explore control during the exploration blocks in the second session. Since control was better during the second session both times it was measured, participants found the task easier to perform and may have found it easier to stay engaged with the task as a result. With T7, we conducted a third consecutive cursor control session in which HFSB-LFP recorded from the same electrode and in the same frequency band was used for cursor control. Compared with the second session, volitional HFSB-LFP control did not improve significantly. While T7 may have reached maximum volitional control during the second session, the lack of improvement may be explained by a gap of 8 days between the second and the third sessions. T7 may have partially forgotten some of the nuances of control and had to spend part of the exploration blocks relearning them, instead of focusing on further control improvements. To maximize the improvement of volitional HFSB-LFP control by using biofeedback paradigms, it may be desirable to conduct sessions on consecutive days. Further research is needed to investigate optimal session schedules.
We studied the continued improvement of HFSB-LFP control up to the span of 24 days in total (from T7 day 199 to T7 day 223). While this time span is certainly short compared with a desired lifetime of assistive devices of several years, the currently dominant strategy of daily recalibrating intracortical brain-computer interfaces to maintain performance (Ajiboye et al. 2017; Bacher et al. 2015; Collinger et al. 2013; Gilja et al. 2015; Hochberg et al. 2006 Hochberg et al. , 2012 Kim et al. 2008; Pandarinath et al. 2017; Wodlinger et al. 2015 ) make such span relevant for the current BCI designs. Further studies are needed to investigate the longevity of volitional HFSB-LFP control gains through biofeedback.
Our approach to investigate the gains in volitional HFSB-LFP control relied of the stationarity of HFSB-LFP modulations over time, including the property that HFSB retain the same relation to participants' volitional attempts to modulate it over weeks. While we did not directly control for this property, our approach to derive HFSBs using the same movement instructions identified similar frequency . The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) function used to identify HFSBs changed only by small amount when changing the top frequency of the HFSBs, which exhibited the largest changes over time. This indicates that HFSBs changes are partially an outcome of noisy SNR estimates resulting from limited movement attempt repetitions or inability of participants to stereotypically repeat the movement attempts within session and between sessions that were 127 and 18 days apart, respectively. Indeed, our recent study found little or no change between maximum SNR high-frequency bands of LFP responses to movement attempts of people with tetraplegia. In that study, participants attempted the same movement in five sessions spread across up to 42 days (Milekovic et al. 2018) , indicating that practice and, consequently, more stereotypical movement attempts stabilize the HFSB.
Effect of feedback delay on volitional LFP control. Oscillations of cursor position during initial long-delay sessions raised the possibility that, due to delay caused by our signal processing, participants experienced a feedback delay and therefore regularly overcorrected their HFSB-LFP modulations, which may have led to reduced control. We hypothesized that if this were a dominant effect, reducing signal processing delay would reduce these corrections and, thus, lead to improved control. To test this, we ran two short-delay sessions with both of T6 and T7. Instead of observing a performance increase, we found that volitional HFSB-LFP control either decreased (T6) or remained unchanged (T7). While signal processing delay and resulting participants' corrections may have an effect on the volitional HFSB-LFP control, we conclude that its influence was not dominant in this study. Improvement in control gained by changing signal processing from long delay to short delay, if any, may have been compensated for or outweighed by control decrease due to 1) less precise estimates of the spectral LFP amplitudes due to shorter STFT windows and 2) the presence of HFSB-LFP modulations in higher frequencies that would have otherwise been filtered out by LWMA filter of longer length. Limited number of experimental sessions prevent us from reaching more detailed conclusions on the effects of feedback delay and signal processing approaches on the ability of people to volitionally control their LFPs. Further research is needed to investigate optimal tradeoff between signal-processing delay and low-pass filtering of spectral LFP amplitudes that may lead to improvements in volitional HFSB-LFP control.
One short-delay session for T6 and T7 each used the LFP from the same electrode and in a similar frequency band for cursor control, as in the previous session. For T6, volitional HFSB-LFP control dropped significantly when compared with the previous session, while the difference for T7 was not significant. However, the intersession interval between those two session pairs (40 days for T6 and 13 days for T7) was longer than between the preceding long-delay sessions that used the same LFP signal for cursor control (2 days for T6 and up to 8 days for T7). Since the volitional HFSB-LFP control decline was observed only at long intersession intervals (Ͼ13 days), ability to volitionally control the LFPs with an unchanging cognitive strategy may decrease with time. However, additional time points from more participants would be necessary to answer this question.
Potential for volitional control of multiple individual electrodes. We investigated volitional control of a singleelectrode LFP as a first step toward independent volitional control of multiple single-electrode LFPs to enable users with control of multiple degrees of freedom. However, independent volitional control of multiple single-electrode LFPs may only be possible if the used signals are specific to that electrode or its neighborhood. In our case, the neighborhood would have to be smaller than the cortical area covered by the Blackrock electrode array. Our analysis revealed that the LFP signal used for volitional control-the single-electrode HFSB-LFP filtered by a low-pass LWMA filter-is correlated with low-pass filtered HFSB-LFP on many electrodes across the microelectrode array. While the correlation was consistently higher with LFPs from electrodes near the electrode used for volitional control (1-mm neighborhood), it remained substantial even for larger distances. Nonetheless, sets of electrodes with a smaller correlation were available, indicating that our participants could have gained volitional control of multiple low-pass filtered single-electrode HFSB-LFPs recorded by a single microelectrode array. Correlation coefficients between unfiltered HFSB-LFPs were substantially lower and, beyond the 1-mm neighborhood of the electrode used for volitional control, settled to a constant low value. This result indicates that the higher frequency components of the HFSB-LFP, removed by applying the LWMA low-pass filter, are more topographically specific. Therefore, we propose two strategies to obtain independent volitional control of multiple electrodes on the 3.6 ϫ 3.6 mm cortical area covered by a 96-electrode microelectrode array. The topographical correlation analysis employed here (Fig. 8 ) may reveal subsets of electrodes that are not highly correlated with the low-pass filtered HFSB-LFP of the first electrode the participant volitionally controls. The participant can then gain volitional control of a low-pass filtered HFSB-LFP of one of the electrodes from this subset with the expectation that this second volitionally controlled signal will remain uncorrelated with the first. This strategy can then be used to select the next single-electrode low-pass filtered HFSB-LFP for volitional control, until all available mutually uncorrelated electrode regions have been exhausted. Alternatively, removing the low-pass filter or increasing its attenuation frequency will retain the more localized component of the HFSB-LFP, thus increasing the number of electrodes with mutually uncorrelated signals. However, our participants had difficulties controlling the HFSB-LFP without a low-pass filter. Therefore, this strategy may come with a tradeoff: learning volitional control of each single-electrode neural signal may be more difficult and/or time consuming but may result in more topographically specific volitionally controlled signal. This, in turn, may enable volitional control of more numerous independent signals from the same set of electrodes. Further studies are needed to explore the efficacy of these strategies.
Potentially, independent volitional control of multiple signals may also be established using LFPs recorded on the same electrode but in different frequency bands. However, such spectral-band LFP signals would have to modulate synchronously and not be highly correlated or anticorrelated with the other already used volitional control signal. Prior studies have identified low-and intermediate-frequency LFP bands to exhibit coherent informative modulations (Milekovic et al. 2015 (Milekovic et al. , 2018 Mollazadeh et al. 2011; Rickert et al. 2005) . The exact frequency bands vary between subjects, but are typically in the 0 -10 Hz and 10 -40 Hz range, respectively. LFP signals in these frequency bands may, therefore, be used to gain further independent volitionally controlled signals. However, this may only be possible if the LFPs in those bands are not correlated with the other, already-used signal. Our analysis showed that low-frequency LFP is only weakly correlated with the highfrequency LFP signal on the electrode used for control. Furthermore, the correlation is higher within the 1-mm neighborhood of the electrode used for control. Beyond 1 mm, the correlation settles into a constant small value. Intermediatefrequency LFP showed weak anticorrelation with the highfrequency LFP signal on the electrode used for control across the whole array. The anticorrelation was lower at the electrode used for control but was largely independent of the distance for all other electrodes. This result indicates that independent volitional control of an additional signal may also be achieved using LFPs in other frequency bands.
Nonetheless, other relations between the volitionally controlled single-electrode HFSB-LFP and the LFPs in other frequency bands that we have not revealed by our analysis may exist. For example, phase of the low-frequency LFPs may be coupled to the HFSB-LFP across a set of electrodes, which could impede the attempts to gain independent control of HFSB-LFPs from two or more electrodes of that electrode set, or gain independent control of that lowfrequency LFP and the HFSB-LFP on one of the electrodes of that electrode set. Such coupling may also limit the rate of change of the LFP signals the participants are trying to control. Further studies exploring volitional control of multiple LFP signals in different frequency bands are needed to reveal their potential for enabling volitional control of multiple interface controls.
Relevance for clinical applications. In this study, we show that people with paralysis can gain volitional control of LFPs as recorded from a single point in motor cortex and that their control can improve through biofeedback conducted over consecutive sessions a few days apart. Thus, the data provide a proof of concept of an LFP-based BCI for people with tetraplegia achieved using a biofeedback paradigm. Our results confirm previous results in which nonhuman primates gained volitional control of LFPs (Nishimura et al. 2013 ) and substantially improved their control by using a biofeedback paradigm over successive days (Engelhard et al. 2013) . Our results also indicate that improvement in volitional LFP control can be retained for at least a week. Since the full potential of the biofeedback approach can be achieved only if improvements in control are retained, this is an important step toward its use in clinical applications.
Together with prior biofeedback paradigm studies in nonhuman primates (Engelhard et al. 2013; Carmena 2009, 2010; Moritz and Fetz 2011; Moritz et al. 2008; Nishimura et al. 2013) , our findings indicate that a "biofeedback approach," in which users gain volitional control of neural signals used for BCI control and then improve their control though biofeedback, may lead to improvements in BCI performance. The biofeedback approach, however, may be limited by three factors: 1) the ability of a BCI user to gain and improve volitional control of neural activity in the selected frequency range; 2) the ability of implanted devices to reliably record neural signals of interest as used for BCI control; and 3) the number of independent control signals embedded in recorded neural signals compared with the number of degrees of freedom needed to operate a sophisticated prosthetic device. While our study addresses some of the limitations under point 1), to further demonstrate the clinical usability of the LFPbased biofeedback approach, limitations under points 2) and 3) have to be addressed.
Nonetheless, a recent study in nonhuman primates demonstrated that intracortical LFPs can be recorded reliably for over 12 mo (Flint et al. 2013) . Our recent study demonstrated that LFP modulation across low-(0 -5 Hz), intermediate-(14 -41 Hz), and high-(53-283 Hz) frequency bands of LFP in response to movement attempts of people with tetraplegia, two of which where the participants of this study (T2 and T6), can be stable over several months (Milekovic et al. 2018) . These studies show that reliable long-term recordings of LFP signals in people is possible.
Other studies have used intracortically recorded LFPs to achieve BCI control in people with paralysis. Paralyzed participants used a communication BCI controlled by a mixture of multiunit spike and LFP features to write six words per minute ). An individual with locked-in syndrome due to a brain stem stroke used a communication BCI based only on LFPs recorded using neurotrophic electrodes to write sentences (Kennedy et al. 2000 (Kennedy et al. , 2004 . Recently, our group showed that an individual with ALS and an individual with locked-in syndrome due to brain stem stroke can use an LFP-based communication BCI to write messages and send email without recalibration over several months (Milekovic et al. 2018 ). This study builds on those studies by exploring the potential of biofeedback as a method to enhance the performance of LFP-based BCIs.
While our results show that people can learn to volitionally control LFPs recorded from just one MEA electrode, the same approach applied over different MEA electrodes could potentially be used to provide control of different independent degrees of freedom enabling multidimensional BCI control, such as control of a point-and-click computer cursor. Furthermore, the biofeedback approach could be used to augment methods that enable complex BCI control, e.g., control of a BCI-driven prosthetic arm or control of hand muscles in a person with paralysis through an functional electrical stimulation (FES) device. To understand the limits of this approach, it is necessary to investigate the extent to which users can volitionally independently control LFPs recorded on multiple electrodes. Nevertheless, this study provides additional support for the investigation and use of intracortically recorded LFPs and biofeedback paradigms in ongoing BCI development.
It should be noted that all the participants of this study had prior experience with BCI paradigms. Each participant was exposed to different BCI paradigms and their exposure varied both in frequency and the amount. This exposure may have contributed to the ease of acquisition of volitional control and their subsequent gains of volition control over several days in sessions that used the same HFSB-LFP signal for cursor control. Further detailed studies are needed to investigate how BCI experience affects the speed of acquisition of volitional control of neural signals.
Comparison to biofeedback BCIs based on other neural signal modalities. Other signal modalities studies have used BCI control (Birbaumer et al. 2009; Wang et al. 2010; Weiskopf 2012) . Human participants learned to volitionally up or downregulate functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) signals through biofeedback (Caria et al. 2007 (Caria et al. , 2010 Weiskopf et al. 2003 Weiskopf et al. , 2004 . Healthy participants and people with paralysis learned to modulate EEG activity when provided direct feedback of their neural signals, and they used the learned modulations for BCI control Heinrich et al. 2007; Kübler et al. 1999; Leins et al. 2007; Nijboer et al. 2008; Rockstroh et al. 1990 ). Magnetoencephalography and electrocorticography have also been used to provide participants with volitional control of their neural signal through biofeedback BCIs (Jerbi et al. 2009; Mellinger et al. 2007; Schalk et al. 2008 ). The majority of these studies focused on demonstrating a proof of concept that biofeedback can be used to generate volitional control of the signal by the users. Others used a trial-based design where performance was measured by a number of correctly acquired targets (Mellinger et al. 2007; Schalk et al. 2008) . We have built on these experiences to develop a more complex task that would allow us to measure the level of volitional control participants exhibit over the used signal. Due to differences in the task designs, it is difficult to estimate which of the studies demonstrated superior control. Further studies are therefore needed to establish the utility of different modalities to achieve BCI control through biofeedback.
Although biomimetic and biofeedback BCIs are distinct (as described above), most BCIs where the decoder has been calibrated using the biomimetic approach contain some aspects of the biofeedback approach. Subjects observe the movements of the effector, and this leads to the changes of the neural activity and control strategies upon which the BCI is based to improve the control (Hwang et al. 2013; Jarosiewicz et al. 2008; Taylor et al. 2002) . In this study, we investigated the extent to which 1D cursor control can be achieved and improved through biofeedback with an individual LFP channel, in part as a first step toward using multiple volitionally controlled individual LFP channels. The cursor position was directly related to the neural activity recorded from this single LFP channel. All the processing that translated neural activity from that neural signal into cursor position were based only on its statistics. Therefore, we aimed to evaluate the "pure" biofeedback approach using intracortically recorded LFPs while demonstrating some ability for LFP biofeedback to be learned. Further research is needed to verify whether such strategies could compete with today's dominant biomimetic approach for decoder calibration.
APPENDIX
Determining the electrodes and frequency bands used for cursor control. Each session was composed of three blocks lasting about three and a half minutes each. During each block, the computer screen in front of the participant presented 17 visual cues. The participants were asked to react to the visual cues by performing predetermined actions (Table 4) . We defined action-relevant epochs as time from the visual cue to 1.5 s after the cue. The remainder of the time was defined as baseline epoch T BASELINE .
Wideband MEA recordings were first down sampled to 1 kHz with the same procedure as described in the Preprocessing of neural signals section. We then used STFT with a window length of 256 ms and a Hamming window to calculate spectral amplitudes a (el,f,t) , where el is the electrode signal was recorded from, f is the frequency bin, and t is time. Baseline a was calculated by applying STFT every 500 ms during the baseline epoch. a calculated from windows overlapping the action-relevant epochs were not considered as baseline. Baseline a were used to determine the mean baseline amplitude over time, BASELINE (el,f).
BASELINE͑ el, f͒ ϭ E͓a͑el, f, t͒, t͔ t ʦ T BASELINE
where E is the expectation operator. Action a was calculated during the action-relevant epochs, starting from centering the window on 128 ms after the cue, moving the window in steps of 62 ms with the last window centered on 1,368 ms after the cue. We then calculated band mean normalized amplitudes (BMNA) for each possible frequency band. where CAR is the subset of electrodes that were used for common average referencing and N CAR is the number of electrodes in the subset. The frequency band used for cursor control was selected by identifying the local maximum of SNR FB with the bottom frequency of the band above 40 Hz (Fig. 3) . The electrode used for cursor control was selected among the electrodes with the highest SNR FB for the selected frequency band.
BMNA͑el
For session T7 day 100, the electrode and the frequency band were selected by first calculating SNR FB for each individual electrode of the CAR subset.
The electrode with the highest SNR FB was selected and the frequency band was determined from a local SNR FB maximum for that individual electrode.
Contribution of the LWMA filter to the feedback delay. We empirically measured the contribution of the LWMA filter to the feedback delay as follows. We first simulated the target positions in 100 long test blocks. We sampled the target positions at 1,000 samples per second. We then filtered these target positions using either the 0.4-s-or the 0.8-s-long LWMA filter. For each block and LWMA filter, we calculated the delay that gave the highest correlation between the filtered and unfiltered target positions. We used the mean across the 100 simulated blocks as the contribution of the LWMA filter to the feedback delay.
Algorithm for detecting action potentials of neurons in the neighborhood of the recording microelectrode. Wideband MEA recordings from each cursor control session were common average referenced using the mean voltage over the same subset of channels used for common average referencing during that session. Referenced signal from the electrodes used for cursor control was then band-pass filtered in forward and backward direction using the 4th order Butterworth filter with cutoff frequencies of 250 and 7,500 Hz. We then calculated the standard deviation (root-mean-square; ) of the filtered signal recorded on each individual electrode. To detect potential spikes recorded on the electrodes used for cursor control, we isolated all instances where filtered signal on that electrode crossed a threshold of Ϫ3.5 . To identify whether these threshold crossings corresponded to spikes of one or several neurons in the neighborhood of the electrode, we used an automated spike-sorting algorithm based on density grid contour clustering and subtractive waveform decomposition (algorithm described in detail in Vargas-Irwin and Donoghue 2007) . A brief description of the algorithm follows.
The spike-sorting algorithm projects each isolated threshold crossing, represented by a 48-dimensional vector made of consecutive points of the filtered signal (from 0.5 ms before the crossing until 1.1 ms after the crossing) into two-dimensional space spanned by the first two principal components of all threshold crossings. The density of the projected crossings in this 2D space is then examined using contour clustering to find local maxima. All threshold crossings that fall within the 95-percentile contour of a density maximum are used to calculate the shape of the potential spike corresponding to that maximum.
To distinguish the spiking of a neuron from random threshold crossings of an oscillatory signal, we required that the amplitude of the shape, defined as the difference between the maximum and the minimum of the shape, was higher than the limit amplitude a LIM expected from a random oscillatory signal with 95% confidence. a LIM was calculated as follows. Let us assume that the random oscillatory signal x is normally distributed with a zero mean and a standard deviation equal to . Then every threshold crossing can be seen as a random draw from that distribution with the requirement that the value is lower than the Ϫ3.5 . Thus, the expectation of the minimum of the spike shape E(x MIN ) can be estimated as where n is the number of threshold crossings used to calculate the spike shape and the t stat (␣, ) is the statistics for the Student's t distribution given a right-sided probability ␣ and degrees of freedom [for example, t stat (0.05,1,000) ϭ 1.64].
